Abstract-We describe a new switch to reduce dissipation from artificial resistivity in Smoothed Particle Magnetohydrodynamics simulations. The switch utilises the gradient of the magnetic field to detect shocks, setting αB = h|∇B|/|B|. This measures the relative degree of discontinuity, and the switch is not dependent on the absolute field strength. We present results comparing the new resistivity switch to the switch of Price & Monaghan (2005) , showing that it is more robust in capturing shocks (especially in weak fields), while leading to less overall dissipation. The design of this switch is generalised to create similar switches for artificial viscosity and thermal conduction, with proof of concept tests conducted on a Sod shock tube and Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities.
I. INTRODUCTION Artificial resistivity [1] is included in Smoothed Particle
Magnetohydrodynamics (SPMHD) [1] - [3] simulations to capture shocks and discontinuities in the magnetic field, similar to the use of artificial viscosity for hydrodynamic shocks. This is accomplished by dissipating the magnetic field about the discontinuity so that the pre-and post-shock states are represented correctly. Similar techniques exist for the treatment of contact discontinuities [4] and interfacial flows [5] .
This dissipation is unnecessary away from discontinuities. For astrophysical simulations where high magnetic (and kinetic) Reynold's numbers are common (e.g., 10 6 for the interstellar medium), minimising dissipation is critical. Therefore it is important to apply artificial resistivity in a targeted manner, switching on dissipation only near shocks.
Such switches exist for artificial viscosity. The method of Morris and Monaghan [6] use −∇ · v as a shock indicator, switching on artificial viscosity in regions of convergent flow. Recently, Cullen and Dehnen [7] have designed a new switch based on using d(∇ · v)/dt as the shock indicator, which they found detects shocks earlier while providing less overall dissipation. Read and Hayfield [8] have a similar switch that uses ∇(∇ · v).
A switch for artificial resistivity was suggested by Price and Monaghan [1] (henceforth PM05) analogous to the Morris and Monaghan [6] viscosity switch. However, Price, Tricco, and Bate [9] found even when using this switch, unwanted dissipation was still large enough to suppress the formation of protostellar jets in simulations of star formation. As will be shown in Sec. IV-C, this switch also fails to capture shocks in very weak magnetic fields which would be important in simulations of cosmological and galaxy-scale magnetic fields.
In this paper, we present a new switch [10] for artificial resistivity that robustly detects shocks and discontinuities with less overall dissipation than the PM05 switch. We also generalise the concept to artificial viscosity and thermal conduction. We begin with a general discussion in Sec. II to introduce the equations of SPMHD and the dissipation equations for artificial viscosity, resistivity, and thermal conduction. The new artificial resistivity switch is introduced in Sec. III, with switches of similar design constructed for artificial viscosity (Sec. III-A1) and thermal conduction (Sec. III-A2). Testing of the new switch is performed in Sec. IV, focusing on correctness of shock results, robustness of shock detection, and ability to minimise dissipation. The other dissipation switches are explored in proof of concept tests in Sec. V-A and Sec. V-B. Conclusions are drawn in Sec. VI.
II. SMOOTHED PARTICLE MAGNETOHYDRODYNAMICS
Ideal magnetohydrodynamics (MHD) is the coupling of the Euler equations with Maxwell's equations of electromagnetism under the assumption of a perfectly conducting fluid (i.e., no Ohmic resistance). This yields the familiar set of Euler equations with a contribution in the momentum equation from the Lorentz force and an induction equation to describe the evolution of the magnetic field.
The SPMHD equations solved are
8 th international SPHERIC workshop Trondheim, Norway, June 4-6, 2013 where v is the velocity and B is the magnetic field. The density, ρ, and smoothing length, h, are self-consistently derived through iteration of (1), with n dim corresponding to the number of dimensions and h fac = 1.2 relating the smoothing length to the local particle spacing. Variable smoothing length gradients are handled by Ω (see [11] ). The thermal pressure, P , is obtained through a suitable equation of state. The momentum equation (2) is derived from the Lagrangian, producing the usual thermal pressure terms with the Lorentz force expressed in terms of the Maxwell stress tensor,
The induction equation (3) is derived from ∂B/∂t = ∇ × (v × B). However, ∇ · B = 0 from Maxwell's equations, and consequently terms containing ∇ · B are subtracted from the SPMHD momentum equation introducing a small amount of non-conservation of energy and momentum, but greatly enhancing stability and performance. The constrained hyperbolic divergence cleaning algorithm of Tricco and Price [12] is used to minimise divergence error.
Artificial viscosity and resistivity terms are added to the momentum and induction equations in order to capture hydrodynamic and magnetic shocks. Thermal conduction is added when integrating an energy equation to handle contact discontinuities. These dissipation terms are necessary, as the differential SPH equations assumes differentiability leading to errors at the discontinuity. By smoothing the discontinuity over several smoothing lengths, these errors are removed.
A. Artificial Viscosity and Thermal Conduction
We use the artificial viscosity from Monaghan [4] formulated by analogy with Riemann solvers, giving
where α is a dimensionless parameter of order unity. The signal velocity corresponds to the speed of information between the two particles,
with the β = 2 term correcting for the relative motion of the particles preventing particle interpenetration through the shock. For pure hydrodynamic flows, information propagates at the speed of sound, c. For magnetohydrodynamics, the fast MHD wave speed, 
also originates from Monaghan [4] . Price [13] suggested using
which is adopted in this work. Morris and Monaghan [6] developed a switch to decrease viscous dissipation in regions away from discontinuities. This switch lets α be individual to each particle, which is integrated according to
A range of α ∈ [0.1, 1] is enforced. Equation (10) uses a source term to increase α when shocks are detected (∇ · v < 0), along with a decay term to reduce α over time. The decay timescale, τ = h/Cc, is chosen so that viscosity persists for approximately five smoothing lengths post-shock (C ∼ 0.1).
Cullen and Dehnen [7] improved on this switch by defining a new shock indicator,
where ξ is a limiter for shear flows similar to the Balsara limiter [14] . In their work, α is set equal to
whenever it exceeds the current value, otherwise is decayed slowly using
They use an improved estimator for ∇ · v and d(∇ · v)/(dt), and find their method allows one to use α min = 0.
B. Artificial Resistivity and the PM05 Switch
The standard implementation of artificial resistivity [1] adds terms to the induction equation (3) of the form,
As in (5), α B is a dimensionless parameter of order unity. The signal velocity for artificial resistivity is not straightforward as there are three wave solutions in ideal magnetohydrodynamics: fast and slow waves, which are composite sound and magnetic waves, and Alfvén waves which are purely magnetic. From (7), it can be seen that the Alfvén and fast wave speeds will be comparable for strong magnetic fields, but for weak fields may differ significantly. Since it is not possible to determine the type of shock without reconstructing the full Riemann state, we choose to use the fast wave speed. Furthermore, the β term in (6) is not used as it is unnecessary to worry about particle interpenetration and otherwise causes excessive dissipation. th international SPHERIC workshop Trondheim, Norway, June 4-6, 2013
PM05 introduced a switch for artificial resistivity where α B is integrated according to
with α B ∈ [0, 1]. This switch is analogous to the Morris and Monaghan [6] switch for artificial viscosity (10) , with the source terms produced from dimensional analysis.
III. NEW ARTIFICIAL RESISTIVITY SWITCH
Our new switch is constructed using the full gradient matrix of the magnetic field, ∇B, as the shock indicator. Rather than use a time integrated value for α B , instead at each time step it is directly set to
within the range α B ∈ [0, 1]. One advantage to this approach is that there is no time delay when increasing α B .
Another nice property of this switch is that by normalising ∇B by the magnitude of the magnetic field, dependence on B is removed. This yields a measure of the relative degree of discontinuity in the field, naturally producing values of α B in the desired range allowing for shocks to be detected at all field strengths. Negligible α B values are produced away from shocks. Since v A ∝ B, this leads to a quantity which is related to the Alfvénic Mach number.
The full gradient of the magnetic field is calculated using a standard first derivative SPH operator (e.g., [15] ),
The curl of the magnetic field was tested as the shock indicator in place of ∇B, but found that it did not perform as well for complicated shock interactions. The norm of the matrix is calculated using the 2-norm,
Several other choices for norms were considered without finding significant differences.
A. Generalisation to Other Dissipation Terms
The design concept of the new artificial resistivity switch could be extended to other dissipation terms. In the following, we construct new switches for artificial viscosity and thermal conduction based on the general idea of a normalised shock indicator.
1) New Artificial Viscosity Switch:
For the artificial viscosity switch, we continue to use −∇·v as the shock indicator, as in (10) . It would be unwise to use |v| for the normalisation as this would break Galilean invariance. Instead, the sound speed is used, relating the quantity to the Mach number.
It is also important that artificial viscosity is applied to the wake of the shock to reduce post-shock oscillations of the particles. Therefore, α is reduced over time using an integrated decay term like in (10) .
The resulting switch is therefore to set
when greater than the current value of α a , otherwise α a is reduced on the next time step according to
where τ has the same meaning as in (10) . By following the considerations outlined above, this viscosity switch is quite similar in principle to the switch of Cullen and Dehnen [7] , albeit with a simpler version for (19) .
2) New Thermal Conduction Switch: A switch for thermal conduction can be constructed by analogy to (16) . The gradient of thermal energy is chosen to detect discontinuities, setting
IV. ARTIFICIAL RESISTIVITY SWITCH TESTS
The new switch for artificial resistivity is tested for three criteria: i) correctness of shock profiles, ii) ability to minimise dissipation away from shocks, and iii) robustness of shock detection. A three-dimensional MHD shock tube which produces three different types of magnetic shocks is used to verify the first criterion. The level of dissipation between the new switch and the PM05 switch is compared using the OrszagTang vortex. Finally, a weak magnetic field in the presence of Mach 10 turbulence is used to gauge the robustness of the switch.
A. 3D MHD Shock Tube
The shock tube problem from Dai and Woodward [16] is used to test the ability of the switch to capture magnetic shocks. It has three-dimensional velocity and magnetic field structure producing seven shocks: fast shocks, slow shocks, and rotational discontinuities travelling in either direction, with a contact discontinuity in the centre. The initial left state (x < 0) is (ρ, P , v x , v y , v z , B y ) = (1.08, 0.95, 1.2, 0.01, 0.5, 3.6/ √ 4π) and right state (ρ, P, v x , v y , v z , B y ) = (1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 4/ √ 4π) with B x = B z = 2/ √ 4π and γ = 5/3. The shock tube is performed in 3D using 955×12×12 particles for the left state and 597×12×12 particles for the right state initially arranged on cubic lattices. Fixed artificial viscosity (α = 1) and thermal conduction (α u = 0.5) has been used, along with the quintic spline to minimise noise from the particles remeshing in the y and z directions. Results at t = 0. are presented in Fig. 1 along with a reference solution from Ryu and Jones [17] . Excellent agreement is observed between the two solutions.
B. Orszag-Tang Vortex
The Orszag-Tang vortex [18] is a widely used test problem for MHD codes. It is a two-dimensional problem consisting of a velocity vortex overlaid with a magnetic vortex that develops into magnetic turbulence. Here we use it to compare the level of unnecessary dissipation between our switch and the PM05 switch. The initial state has ρ = 25/(36π), P = 5/(12π), with γ = 5/3. The velocity vortex is given by v = [− sin(2πy), sin(2πx)] and magnetic vortex by B = [− sin(2πy), sin(4πx)].
Due to the non-linear behaviour at late times, the test performed to t = 1, which encompasses the linear evolution phase before turbulence fully develops. In the absence of an analytic solution, the test is compared for three different resolutions of 256 2 , 512 2 , and 1024 2 . The artificial viscosity switch from (10) is used, with fixed α u = 0.1 thermal conduction.
Renderings of the density, magnetic pressure, and α B in the system for the 512 2 resolution case at t = 1 are presented in Fig. 2 . There is agreement between the two switches in the density and magnetic pressure fields, however it is noticed that subtle magnetic fields, particularly in low density regions, are smoothed away with the PM05 switch. This occurs due to the broad α B regions present over shocked areas, and small, yet significant, values of α B inbetween shocks. In contrast, our new switch traces the shock lines with negligible dissipation between shocks. This is demonstrated by the mean α B , which is twice as high for the PM05 switch compared to our switch (∼ 0.2 to ∼ 0.1).
The evolution of magnetic energy between the two switches for the three resolutions tested in shown in Fig. 3 . It is clear that the PM05 switch dissipates more magnetic energy than the new switch. Futhermore, the magnetic energy is converging towards larger values as the resolution is increased, thus it th international SPHERIC workshop Trondheim, Norway, June 4-6, 2013 can be concluded that using the new switch produces an effect similar to increasing the resolution. That is, the new switch can provide the same result as the PM05 switch at a lower resolution, which is important when dealing with large astrophysical simulations.
C. Mach 10 Magnetised Turbulence
Our final test is of driven Mach 10 turbulence in a magnetised medium. The initial magnetic field is extremely weak, with the magnetic energy 10 orders of magnitude smaller than kinetic energy. Therefore, this represents a robust test of the switchs ability to detect shocks in very weak fields. Capturing these shocks is important as they cause dynamo amplification of the magnetic field through the conversion of turbulent energy.
The initial system has ρ = 1 and zero velocity. An isothermal equation of state with c = 1 is used. A uniform magnetic field is present with B z = √ 2 × 10 −5 , such that the initial plasma β, representing the ratio of thermal pressure to magnetic pressure, is 10 10 . The turbulence is driven using an Uhlenbeck-Ornstein process [19] , [20] which is a stochastic process that drives motion at low wave numbers. The driving force is constructed in Fourier space, allowing it to be decomposed into solenoidal and compressive modes, and here we use only the solenoidal component. This simulation mimics the pure hydrodynamic case of Mach 10 driven turbulence from Price and Federrath [21] , but with the addition of magnetic field physics.
The turbulence was simulated using 128 3 particles using separately the PM05 switch and the new resistivity switch. In Fig. 4 , the column integrated x and z components of the magnetic field after two turbulent turnover times are presented. Since the PM05 switch is proportional to B, it fails to increase α B to levels sufficient to treat the shocks (α B ∼ 10 −5 ), and the shocks break apart causing unphysical noise in the magnetic field. On the other hand, by measuring the relative degree of discontinuity in the magnetic field, the new switch is able to capture the shocks and correctly model the dynamo amplification process. and new switch (right) after two turbulent turnover times (i.e., the regime of fully developed turbulence). The magnetic field structure using the previous switch is dominated by unphysical noise due to the shocks failing to be captured (left), whereas the new switch is able to capture the shocks and the magnetic field retains its physical structure (right).
V. TESTS OF ARTIFICIAL VISCOSITY AND THERMAL CONDUCTION SWITCHES
The efficacy of the new artificial viscosity and thermal conduction switches are examined using a standard Sod shock tube test and a test producing Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities.
A. Viscosity: Sod Shock Tube
The Sod shock tube [22] has become a canonical test for hydrodynamic shocks. It consists of a fluid with a discontinuity in the density and pressure that sends a shock wave into the low density medium and a rarefaction into the high density medium, with a contact discontinuity in the centre. Artificial viscosity is required in this test in order to treat the shock wave. It has left state (x < 0) ρ = 1 and P = 1 in contact with a fluid of ρ = 0.125 and P = 0.1 with γ = 5/3. Both states have zero initial motion.
The shock tube is simulated in 1D using 1000 and 125 particles for the two states, respectively. Thermal conduction is used with fixed α u = 1. Results at t = 0.2 are presented in Fig. 5 along with the solution calculated from a Riemann solver. Good agreement in all profiles is obtained between the SPH and Riemann solutions.
B. Thermal Conduction: Kelvin-Helmholtz Instability
Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities have been studied many times with SPH (e.g., [13] , [23] , [24] ). The instability occurs when there is a velocity shear in a fluid, causing turbulence to form along the interface. An important aspect to simulating this correctly in SPH is application of thermal conduction th international SPHERIC workshop Trondheim, Norway, June 4-6, 2013 to treat thermal energy discontinuities across the interface. If ignored, spurious pressure is generated preventing the fluid from mixing properly. We use this test to investigate the ability of the new thermal conduction switch to allow mixing of the fluids across the interface, and produce the "curls" which are emblematic of Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities. The test performed here follows the initial set up of [13] . The fluid contains two regions in a 2:1 density contrast. The domain is x, y = [−0.5, 0.5] and periodic boundary conditions are used creating two interfaces along which Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities form. The initial density profile is ρ = 2 |y| < 0.25, 1 |y| > 0.25.
The two regions are in pressure equilibrium with uniform P = 2.5 with γ = 5/3. The x-velocity is −0.5 for the ρ = 2 region, and 0.5 for the ρ = 1 region. The y-velocity is zero, however the instability is seeded with a perturbation across the interfaces by
where A = 0.025 and λ = 1/6 giving an instability timescale of τ KH = 0.35.
The particles are initially arranged on triangular lattices. A total of 454184 particles are used, with a particle spacing of ∆ = 1/512 in the low density region and ∆ = 1/724 in the high density region. The Morris and Monaghan switch (10) is used for artificial viscosity. The simulation was run with the new thermal conduction switch, and for the limiting cases of no thermal conduction and fixed α u = 1 thermal conduction to act as reference comparisons. Results are presented in Fig. 6 at τ KH = 2, 4, 6, 8.
The results without thermal conduction demonstrate it's necessity. The spurious pressure across the interface cause globs of the high density fluid to stretch and break off without mixing and the instability fails to correctly develop. The new conduction switch however appropriately applies thermal conduction to the interface region, promoting mixing of the fluid. The results are similar to the fixed α u = 1 case, with four large curls being formed at τ KH = 8. The interior structure of the curls differ between the two cases, which is to be expected due to the non-linearity of the problem, but the irregular structure of the curls in the switch case suggest more mixing would be beneficial.
VI. CONCLUSION
We have developed a new switch for artificial resistivity in Smoothed Particle Magnetohydrodynamics which robustly detects and captures shocks in all field strengths, and also offers reduced dissipation compared to the PM05 switch. The key design is to measure the relative degree of discontinuity in the magnetic field, setting α B = h|∇B|/|B|. This is simple, yet effective. By normalising the full gradient of the magnetic field by the magnitude of the magnetic field, the dependence on B is removed. Thus, shocks are able to be captured even in extremely weak fields.
The switch was tested first for correctness of magnetic shock profiles using a three-dimensional shock tube problem containing three classes of magnetic shocks, yielding excellent agreement to existing solutions. Comparison with the PM05 switch was performed on the Orszag-Tang vortex problem. The new switch was found to yield α B values which closely traced shock lines, and subtle magnetic features were more sharply defined. The overall dissipation of magnetic energy was significantly reduced, achieving the same effect as if it had been run with increased resolution. The robustness of the switch was tested by studying driven Mach 10 magnetic turbulence. The initial magnetic field was extremely weak, with initial magnetic energy 10 orders of magnitude smaller than kinetic energy, yet is strongly shocked due to the turbulence. Due to the low field strength, the PM05 switch failed to recognise the shocks, leading to their unphysical breakup causing significant noise throughout the magnetic field. The new switch, howevever, is able to detect and capture the shocks correctly, demonstrating its invariance to field strength.
The design concept of the switch was generalised for use with artificial viscosity and thermal conduction. The new artificial viscosity switch needed an integrated decay term to treat post-shock oscillations of particle motion, yielding a switch similar to that of Cullen and Dehnen [7] . Performance on a Sod shock tube was in good agreement to the Riemann solution. The thermal conduction switch was tested with a simulation of the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability. It was able to mitigate the spurious pressure force across the interface, and the characteristic billowing curls were formed.
Our conclusion is that this artificial resistivity switch is simple, effective, robust, and significantly reduces dissipation of the magnetic field. In all of these aspects it supercedes the switch of PM05. th international SPHERIC workshop Trondheim, Norway, June Fig. 6 . Results of the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability test using no thermal conduction (top row), the new conduction switch (middle), and thermal conduction with fixed αu = 1 (bottom row) for times τ KH = 2, 4, 6, 8 (left to right). Instabilities form along the 2:1 density contrast interfaces due to a velocity shear. Without thermal conduction, the discontinuity in thermal energy is untreated and leads to a spurious pressure preventing the two regions from mixing. The conduction switch and fixed αu = 1 cases smooth the thermal energy discontinuity and the regions mix properly leading to the hallmark billowing curls.
